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Last week, the Sensex shed 271.32 points or 0.46 per cent, while the Nifty fell 128.95 points or 0.74 per cent.
Weak macroeconomic data with retail inflation climbing to a five-month high and industrial activity contracting for
first time in 18 months were bound to be dampeners. However, Indian markets recovered some losses on Friday’s
session supported by strong cues from US markets. The coming week is expected to be eventful with the earning
season taking off in earnest. In the coming week, the market will first react to HDFC Bank earnings.

Basically, Indian equity markets have been in a range for the last three weeks. The market will look for direction
from Q2 earnings and global cues. Earnings season kicked off with IT earnings. Next week, many financial and
cement companies will come out with their Q2 results. Global markets are quite volatile, which may lead to
volatility in our market as well. In terms of global factors, macro numbers from the United States and China will be
important. The movement of US bond yields, the dollar index, and crude oil will be other global factors to watch
out for. FIIs are aggressively selling in the cash market, but DIIs are providing good support to the market. It will be
important to see institutional flows from here on.

The key focus area during the week would be corporate earnings and the management commentary on trends
across sectors, which could give the market some kind of direction. There could be more stock-specific actions.

Oil prices, which have remained volatile, too, will be closely watched. The benchmark Brent crude futures fell
more than 6 percent during the week to settle at $91.63 a barrel on the fears that a recession may hit the demand
outlook, though OPEC+ decisions to reduce supply is expected to support prices. The International Energy Agency
(IEA) on Thursday cut its oil demand forecast for this and next, warning of a potential global recession.

The Indian rupee weakened further and closed below 82 against the US dollar. The greenback is gaining strength
amid fears that the aggressive policy tightening by the Federal Reserve to tame inflation is expected to continue
in the upcoming policy meetings. The recent jobs data and unemployment rate indicate the same trend.

A weakening rupee and a spike in prices of crude led by production cuts implemented by OPEC remain key risks.

The market movement would also depend on the movement in rupee and investment pattern of foreign
institutional investors (FIIs). In the first half of October this year, foreign investors have withdrawn nearly ₹7,500
crore from the Indian stock market on concerns of monetary policy tightening by the US Federal Reserve and
other central banks globally, which could hamper global economic growth. Given the rising US bond yields and
elevated US dollar index on expectations of faster rate hikes, FII flow is expected be volatile in the short term,
which may cap the upside of the market. In the current scenario, the markets will become highly stock-specific
as we are heading towards Q2 FY23 earnings season.



S&P warns on India credit ratings, flags risks from global headwinds: India is facing various factors that may shake
its sovereign credit metrics but strong economic growth rate and external balance sheet are expected to neutralize
the risks inherent in the global environment, S&P Global Ratings said.

Amid external turbulence, its foreign exchange reserves are falling, and its current account deficit is rising.
Meanwhile, the economy is battling faster inflation and tightening financial conditions both at home and
globally," S&P Global Ratings sovereign analyst Andrew Wood said. The fall in its foreign exchange reserves to
around USD 533 billion currently, from a peak of about USD 634 billion in 2021, is driven in part by India's growing
current account deficit, it said as it forecast CAD to jump to 3 per cent of GDP in the current fiscal year, from 1.6 per
cent of GDP in fiscal year ended March 2022, on surging import bill.

S&P has the lowest investment grade rating of 'BBB-' on India with a stable outlook. S&P forecasts Indian
economic growth to slow to 7.3 per cent in current fiscal, from 8.7 per cent last year. India's central bank RBI
expects economic growth this fiscal to be at 7 per cent. S&P said a deeper global economic slowdown than currently
anticipated could have an adverse impact on India's economic performance in fiscals 2023 and 2024.

India's WPI inflation eases to 10.7% in September: India's annual wholesale price-based inflation (WPI) eased in
September to 10.70% as against 12.41% recorded in August 2022 and 11.8% in September last year, government
data showed on Friday. The September WPI was lower than the Reuters forecast of 11.50%.

September is the 18th consecutive month of double-digit WPI inflation. This year, the Wholesale Price Index (WPI)
touched a record high of 15.88% in May.

Earlier this week, government data showed that India’s retail inflation accelerated to a five-month high of 7.41%
in September, driven by soaring food costs, adding pressure on the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to act aggressively
to slow price increases. Inflation has remained over the RBI’s upper tolerance band of 6% for the ninth straight
month. The RBI mainly looks at retail inflation to frame monetary policy. RBI’s monetary policy committee (MPC)
hiked the repo rate for the fourth time in a row on 30 September, taking the policy rates to a three-year high of
5.9%.

Job openings in Indian IT sector at 17-month low in September: Even as high attrition rates continue to hurt the
information technology services sector, firms seem to have begun cutting their hiring plans. According to a report
by specialist staffing firm, Xpheno, the IT services sector saw only 70,000 active jobs as of September, the lowest in
17 months. This is also the sharpest year-on-year drop in active job volumes, of 36%, according to the report.

September was also the worst month in terms of overall active job openings across sectors, the report said.
Overall job numbers stood at 210,000 as against 260,000 in August 2022. With the drop in volume in September,
the current FY average has slipped below 280,000 active jobs per month, which, according to Xpheno, is also the
longest slide in active jobs since March 2020.



TCS confident of achieving double-digit revenue growth in FY23: The country's largest IT services exporter TCS is
confident of achieving a double-digit revenue growth in the current financial year and will be targeting a similar
performance in FY24 as well. The Tata group firm, however, said the operating environment is "challenging" and
warrants "vigilance", even though the headwinds posed by factors like recession in its biggest market US, rising inflation
around the world and currency volatilities are yet to materialize into its order pipeline. TCS also said that it was seeing
some softness in long-term deal decision making. Impact/View: The demand for IT services continues to remain
strong. Despite, high inflation and rate tightening in TCS’s biggest market, consumer behaviour does not point to a
recession in USA. The space to watch out for is Europe, which is bracing for a tough winter because of the energy supply
challenges. However, TCS does not have a high reliance on the sectors which potentially stand to get impacted.

The bright spots in Infosys Q2 earnings: India's second largest IT services company, Infosys posted 12% (QoQ) rise in
consolidated net profit at ₹6,026 crore and announced buyback of shares worth ₹9,300 crore via open market route,
for a price of up to ₹1,850 per equity share. Meanwhile, operating margin for the quarter increased sequentially by 140
basis points to 21.5%. Impact/View: The IT company's management stated deal-wins and pipeline augur a healthy
demand environment, although they are witnessing increased caution from clients. Deal wins at a seven quarter high
and healthy demand trends offer comfort on growth. Infosys' strong deal bookings and consistent execution provide
comfort amidst an uncertain macro.

Beating estimates, India's largest private bank – HDFC Bank clocks 20% higher profit: Driven by higher loan growth
and a rise in income from other sources, PAT Up 20% at ₹ 10,606 Cr & NII Up 19% at ₹ 21,021 Cr (YoY). Asset Quality
Improves: GNPA at 1.23% vs 1.28% (QoQ). Credit Growth at 23% & Total Deposits grew by 19% YoY. CASA ratio at
45.4%. Valuations: P/E 20x (10 Yr Median PE 26x) & P/Bv 3.15x (10 Yr Median P/Bv 4.4x) with RoE of 15.5% & RoA of
1.94%. Impact/View: Very Strong Numbers given there is hardly any contribution form Treasury segment due to rising
yields. Contribution of Treasury segment to PBT was ₹ 12.3 Cr only compared to ₹ 2,317 Cr in the previous year. HDFC
bank saw a high pace of growth in all segments including commercial, retail, rural banking and even in corporate and
wholesale loans.

Avenue Supermarts Q2 profit surges 63% but includes one-time tax adjustment: Total Revenue Up 36% stood at
₹10,385 Cr & PAT Up63% stood at ₹ 730 Cr (YoY). The bottom-line (includes one-time tax adjustment of prior year of
₹141 Cr). EBITDA margin stood at 8.6% as compared to 8.8% in Q2FY22. 8 stores were added in Q2FY23, taking the total
to 18 new stores opened in this Fiscal so far. Impact/View: The FMCG and staples segment of the business has
performed better than general merchandise and apparel segments. The inflationary stress is more acute at lower price
points in discretionary non-FMCG categories.

L&T Construction wins order under its water and effluent treatment biz: Engineering and construction behemoth L&T
said that the international arm of the water & effluent treatment business of its subsidiary L&T Construction has been
awarded ‘significant’ contracts. L&T classifies orders worth ₹1,000 crore to ₹2,500 crore as significant. The turnkey
project aims to strengthen water resources in Kachchh district of Gujarat by filling existing reservoirs that will irrigate
36,392 Ha of land. The scope of work involves design, supply, construction & commissioning of pump houses &
pipelines, with associated electrical & automation works. Impact/View: The order reinforces the customer’s trust in
L&T’s capability to undertake projects in seismically sensitive areas.



Soaring dollar leaves food piled up in ports as world hunger grows: Food importers from Africa to Asia are
scrambling for dollars to pay their bills as a surge in the US currency drives prices even higher for countries already
facing a historic global food crisis. Countries that rely on food imports are grappling with a destructive
combination of high interest rates, a soaring dollar and elevated commodity prices, eroding their power to pay
for goods that are typically priced in the greenback. Dwindling foreign-currency reserves in many cases has
reduced access to dollars, and banks are slow in releasing payments.

For instance, in Ghana, importers are warning about shortages in the run up to Christmas. Thousands of containers
loaded with food recently piled up at ports in Pakistan, while private bakers in Egypt raised bread prices after
some flour mills ran out of wheat because it was stranded at customs.

In Ghana, where the cedi has lost about 44% this year against the dollar — making it the second-worst-performing
currency in the world — there are already worries about supplies ahead of Christmas. In flood-ravaged Pakistan,
government moves to prevent foreign-exchange outflows meant that containers holding food like chickpeas and
other pulses piled up at ports last month, sending prices surging. In Egypt, one of the world’s top wheat importers,
shortages have plagued private sector mills that supply flour for bread that isn’t part of the country’s subsidy
program. In Bangladesh, business conglomerate Meghna Group of Industries may have to cut the amount of
wheat it had planned to import before the war broke out amid at least a 20% jump in wheat import costs due to
the stronger dollar.

On the ground, many importers are struggling with rising costs, shrinking capital and difficulty in obtaining
dollars to ensure their shipments are released from customs on time. That means cargoes get stuck at ports or
may even be diverted to other destinations.

The International Monetary Fund has warned of a catastrophe at least as severe as the food emergency in 2007-
08, US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen this week called for more food aid for the most vulnerable, while the World
Food Programme says the globe is facing its largest food crisis in modern history.

The problem isn’t a new one for many of the countries — nor is it limited to agricultural commodities —but the
reduced purchasing power and dollar shortages are compounding wider strains across global food systems
following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

As the Federal Reserve continues to tighten monetary policy, the dollar’s strength versus currencies in emerging
and developing markets will add to inflation and debt pressures, the IMF said in its global outlook this week.

(Source: Bloomberg Report)



Technically, there is a “Golden Cross” in NIFTY50 Daily charts while the index is now taking support
around its 200 SMA.

On short-term basis, Nifty is in a tight range where the cluster of 100-DMA (16835) and 200-DMA
(16990) is acting as a support zone while the cluster of 20-DMA (17240) and 50-DMA (17490) is acting
as a supply zone. On a weekly time frame, the 20-week SMA is proving to be strong support for the
Nifty.

In weekly scale, Nifty has formed a “Inside Bar” & in the coming week, key support for Nifty lies at
16950. A decisive break below 16950, can take the index lower till 16650 levels. On contrary, if Nifty
sustains above 17250 levels then the index can scale higher till 17575 levels.



Company Cmp View Support Target (1 Yr)

Vishnu Chemicals Ltd 1888 Accumulate 1650-1700 2450

Vishnu Chemicals manufactures Specialty Chemicals and is a dependable supplier for customers across industries
like pharmaceutical, coatings, automobile, glass, refractory and tiles, among others.

The company mainly operates in 2 chemistries: (i) Chromium Chemistry and (ii) Barium Chemistry

(i) Chromium Chemistry: > ~83% of consol. revenues > Market Leadership in India as well as South Asia >
Diversified product mix. > Domestic : Export 55:45 > 3 manufacturing units.

(ii) Barium Chemistry: ~17% of consol. revenues > Leading manufacturer globally > Domestic : Export 45:55 > 1
manufacturing unit.

The company has Long standing relationships with domestic and overseas marquee customers. Consolidated export
turnover grew by 3x in last 6 years as a result of operational flexibility and improved quality, meeting export
requirements.

Reasonable Valuations: PE 26x (Median 3Yr PE 18x) with improving financials.

Conclusion: Till FY16, the company was pretty much focused on two products. In the last few years, it has invested
and focused on derivatives to mitigate product and end use industry risk. Overall, Vishnu’s established market
position, niche chemistry expertise, wide product range, diversified end-user industries and strong penetration
will help boost future growth.

Conviction Picks:



Fed officials won’t relent on path to 4.5%, may move higher

The Federal Reserve is closing ranks around a goal of quickly raising their benchmark interest rate to
around 4.5% then holding it there, while being prepared to go higher if elevated inflation fails to show
signs of easing. The Fed’s strategy is sensitive to data, but officials have made plain that it would take
a lot to push them off the path to 4.5%. Policymaker after policymaker pushed back during the week
against investor bets that recession risks or even financial market volatility could deter them.

The aim, which is widely shared among the US central bank’s 19 policymakers, suggests they are on
course to deliver a fourth straight 75-basis-point rate increase next month. The impact on energy prices
of OPEC oil production cuts and a strong September jobs report bolster the case, which could get a
further boost from fresh inflation data on October 13.

“Until we see any signs of inflation beginning to moderate, I don’t know how we pause," Fed Governor
Christopher Waller said at the University of Kentucky October 6.

Reports over the past few months have shown high inflation to be stubbornly persistent. While there is
optimism that the case for less inflation is starting to emerge, there is also a sense that this a war the
Fed can’t lose -- even at the risk of a downturn in the economy.

Prices rose 6.2% for the year ending August, the 18th consecutive month of annual inflation above
their 2% target, while U.S. employers added 263,000 people to payrolls in September, an indication that
underlying demand remains sturdy.

There are scattered signs that point to the possibility of a recession-free victory over inflation. Non-
energy commodity prices have come down, as have job vacancies, while the pace of production at the
nation’s factories is slowing. Retailers have stocked up on inventories and will have to move them,
possibly with price cuts in coming months. Even so, Fed officials are reluctant to bet on a forecast.
Several have said they need to see sequential months of inflation moving toward 2% before any
discussion of easing policy.

- Report by Bloomberg.
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